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Its that time of year again. Welcome to the PAMA Newsletter — Fall Issue! 

This publication has become a dynamic interaction between all PAMA Members. The idea behind this 
successful teamwork is very simple: We are all passionate about what we do. Our Members are 

passionate about Property Management, law, painting and colours, restoration, insurance, building science, 
roofing maintenance, and much more.

Here at PAMA we are passionate about education and how that can drive change. Our mission is to share 
the knowledge connecting all PAMA Members and to support better navigation in Property Management 

Industry.

In this issue, you will find a variety of articles from PAMA Associate Members including topics such as smoking 
in strata buildings, details on earthquake insurance, key points on water damage, and 2017 colour trends.

Our Association teamed up with the Roofing Contractors Association of BC and we are pleased to present two 
articles by Hamish Matheson on fall roof maintenance and how to select a professional roofer. In this issue you 
also will find highlights of PAMA's educational and social events  plus a calendar of 2017 events.

We hope that you enjoy reading this Newsletter and we look forward to seeing you at PAMA seminars and 
workshops!

Executive Director 
Roger A. Williams 

Administrator 
Galina Sanaeva
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WELCOME!
NEW PAMA MEMBERS ACROSS BRITISH COLUMBIA
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ACTIVE CORPORATE

Obsidian Property Management 
Harcourts 
Westwood Ridge Development 
Premier Strata Services

ACTIVE INDIVIDUAL

Ashley Lutke-Schipholt (Osoyoos)

Brenda Gilroy (Nanaimo)

ASSOCIATE CORPORATE

Prostar Painting Restoration 
Painting and restoration services to owners and building managers in the province of British Columbia

Vanguard Painting 

Family owned and operated painting service based in Vancouver, BC
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Court Enforcement of a No Smoking Bylaw

A recent case decided by the Supreme Court of British Columbia, The Owners, Strata Plan NW 1815 
v. Aradi 2016 BCSC 105, resulted in the court ordering that an owner stop smoking in his unit. The 

judge granted relief to the strata corporation even though the owner, Mr. Aradi, had filed a complaint with 
the British Columbia Human Rights Tribunal, asking that the strata corporation be ordered to allow him to 
continue smoking in his unit.  The decision shows that the court may order an owner to comply with bylaws, 
even though the owner has filed a human rights complaint about the same matter. This article summarizes 
the judge’s decision to enforce the no smoking bylaw and grant injunctive relief to the strata corporation. 

Mr. Aradi, a retired gentleman and a life-long smoker, purchased his strata lot in 2002. In 2002 the strata 
corporation did not have a bylaw that specifically addressed smoking. In March, 2009, the strata 

corporation passed and filed a bylaw that prohibited smoking inside individual units and anywhere else inside 
the building. In 2014 a similar bylaw was passed and filed that provided: 

Smoking

33  (1) Smoking is prohibited

  (a) in a strata lot,

  (b) on the interior common property, including but not limited to hallways, elevators,   
   parking, garages, electrical and mechanical rooms,

  (c) on the patios

  (d) within three meters of a door, window or air intake, and

  (e) on any land that is a common asset

In December 2013, the council started to receive complaints about Mr. Aradi’s smoking. The council 
informed him about the complaints and gave him an opportunity to file a written response or be heard at 

a council meeting. Even though the council followed this procedure several times, Mr. Aradi did not generally 
file a response or seek a hearing. From December 2013 until August 2015 he was fined a total of $2,300.00, 
and he did not pay the fines or stop smoking in his unit.

Elaine McCormack

Wilson McCormack Law Group
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Mr.  Aradi admitted that he smoked in his unit. He took the position that he had trouble walking outside 
his unit without assistance, but there was evidence showing him walking to the public sidewalk and 

he was able to drive his car. His occupational therapist described his functional limitations, but did not 
address what measures could be taken to assist him with his mobility. 

Both  sides produced “expert” reports. The strata corporation relied on an affidavit from an 
endocrinologist who provided an opinion that Mr. Aradi was addicted to nicotine, not smoking. Mr. 

Aradi relied on a report from an industrial hygiene technologist about indoor air quality and how the problem 
created by the smoke could be mitigated. The judge did not find the reports to be helpful. The doctor did 
not appear to have the qualifications or experience to provide a report on addiction. The industrial hygiene 
technologist did not consider air sampling in the unit to be feasible and his report did not show his relevant 
evidence and experience.

The judge was not asked to delay the hearing pending the 
outcome of the human rights claim. She was asked to take into 

account that Mr. Aradi had filed a human rights claim when exercising 
her discretion under section 173 of the Strata Property Act.  Section 
173 of the Strata Property Act provides: 

Other court remedies

173  (1) On application by the strata corporation, the Supreme Court 
may do one or more of the following:

 (a) order an owner, tenant or other person to perform a duty 
he or she is required to perform

 under this Act, the bylaws or the rules;

 (b) order an owner, tenant or other person to stop contravening this Act, the regulations, the   
 bylaws  or the rules;

 (c)  make any  other  orders it considers necessary to give effect to  an order  under    
 paragraph (a) or (b).

(2) If, under section 108 (2) (a),

 (a) a resolution is proposed to approve a special levy to raise money for the maintenance or repair  
 of common property or common assets that is necessary to ensure safety or to prevent significant  
 loss or damage, whether physical or otherwise, and

 (b) the number of votes cast in favour of the resolution is more than 1/2 of the votes cast on the   
 resolution but less than the 3/4 vote required under section 108 (2) (a),

the strata corporation may apply to the Supreme Court, on such notice as the court may require, for an 
order under subsection (4) of this section.

2.1) Section 171 (2) does not apply to an application under subsection (2).

(3) An application under subsection (2) must be made within 90 days after the vote referred to in that 
subsection.

Photo: lindsayfox
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(4) On an application under subsection (2), the court may make an order approving the resolution and, in 
that event, the strata corporation may proceed as if the resolution had been passed under section 108 (2) 
(a).

The judge took into account the affidavits sworn by various council members and other owners, as well 
as the affidavit sworn by Mr. Aradi. The council and other owners were concerned about the smoking 

from a health standpoint, the potential of a fire, possible lower property values, as well as the impact on the 
use and enjoyment of their units.

In coming to her decision, the judge found that the no smoking bylaw had been violated, in spite of the 
fact that the owner had repeatedly received both warnings and fines. The judge also considered whether 

she should exercise her discretion to grant the injunction. After considering the authorities, she found:

I conclude from these authorities that the court has a broad 
discretion under s. 173 of the Act. The exercise of its authority is to be 
guided by a consideration of the scheme of the legislation, its overall 
objectives, and the circumstances giving rise to the application. The 
interests of the strata corporation must be balanced against the 
interests of the owner or other person against whom the order is 
sought, within this legislative context. 

She was satisfied that the “strata corporation acted in good faith 
in seeking to enforce the no smoking bylaw.” 

The judge considered that there was a human rights complaint filed on the basis of addiction and 
mobility limitations. She noted that she was not referred to any decision of the human rights tribunal 

which suggested that an owner should be accommodated by allowing him to smoke in a unit in spite of a 
no-smoking bylaw. She also considered that the owner did not file his human rights complaint for one year 
after he was first fined and until the strata corporation had taken him to Small Claims to enforce the fines. 

The judge found that although the owner may have an addiction and has limitations with mobility, she 
must consider this in the context of the Strata Property Act and the duty of the strata corporation to 

enforce its bylaws. 

The judge granted the strata corporation a declaration that Mr. Aradi had contravened the bylaws of 
the strata corporation by smoking cigarettes in his unit. She ordered Mr. Aradi to cease and desist 

smoking cigarettes within his unit and violating the bylaws of the strata corporation. 

This case offers hope to strata corporations faced with a human rights claims from a resident. The strata 
corporation can still apply to court for an order that its bylaws be complied with. Councils should be 

aware that the outcome of cases can vary based on the specific facts and how the law is presented to the 
judge. Legal advice should be sought if a council wants to apply to the Supreme Court of British Columbia 
for injunctive relief. 

Photo: Daniel_B_photos
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 CONGRATULATIONS

We are pleased to announce that PAMA Member Joseph Tolzmann, Founder & 
CEO of Superior Flood & Fire Restoration Inc. has been selected as Business in 
Vancouver’s Top Forty Under 40 Award Winner for his outstanding achievements. 

After 27 years, Business in Vancouver continues to highlight the achievements of 
BC's young entrepreneurs, executives and professionals by finding 40 outstanding 
professionals worthy of the Forty under 40 distinction.

Winners are under 40 and have demonstrated excellence in business, judgement, 
leadership and community contribution.

Congratulations om your outstanding achievement, Joe! 

Source: Superior Flood & Fire Restoration Inc., Business in Vancouver

 WELCOME ABOARD
The Professional Association 
of Managing Agents is 
happy to welcome its' new 
Office Administrator Olga 
Vrublevskaya (on the right on 
the photo).

Do you need help with 
balance and statement of your 
account? Are you struggling 
with misplaced invoice ornot 
sure about outstanding  - Olga 
will assist.  

We are also lucky to have 
dedicated volunteer Sophia 
Temirov on the board (in the 
middle).

Sophia is invloved in various 
internal PAMA projects 
including data research, 
improving database system 
and many other important 
office tasks. 
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THANK YOU 

We would like to thank you 
Phoenix Restorations Ltd 
and 
Coinamatic Canada Inc 
for generous contributions to the 
renovation and re-furnishing of the  
PAMA office and Boardroom! 
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Earthquake insurance has been a hot topic in recent years in Canada. According to a recent geological
survey of Canada, BC is due for a large earthquake with an estimated 30% probability of it happening in

the next 50 years. The Globe and Mail recently published an article predicting that a major earthquake
could trigger a deep financial crisis. Media coverage of earthquakes in distant countries has left the
world shocked and many British Columbians have started to ask what the risk is, here on our doorstep, for
good reason.

In BC, it is estimated there are approximately 40,000 Strata Corporations containing in excess of 600,000
Strata lots; that’s over 25% of the population living in a Strata and according to the Insurance Bureau of 

Canada
(IBC), only 55% of owners in Metro Vancouver carry earthquake insurance.

YOUR STRATA POLICY

Earthquake insurance is available to purchase by Strata Corporations in BC and the vast majority of such 
Corporations obtain that additional coverage to protect themselves and their ownership; however, a 

significant consideration under that special coverage is the deductible. In the Canadian marketplace, 
earthquake deductibles are typically shown as a percentage, but a percentage of what? The deductible amount 
is a percentage of the total insurance value stated on the certificate of insurance or policy declarations and 
ranges between 10% and 20% in the lower mainland.

According to a recent geological survey of Canada, BC is due for a large earthquake with an estimated 30% 
probability of it happening in the next 50 years

  CASE STUDY 

Paul Murcutt, CAIB, VP, Unit Leader, 
Real Estate Division

BFL CANADA
www.bflrealestate.ca

Earthquake Insurance: Are You Protected?

Strata Plan EPS1234,
Happy Street, Vancouver. 100 units

Total Insurance Value $60,000,000
Earthquake deductible 10%

Total Deductible for Strata $6,000,000
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As illustrated, the deductible amount can be considerable for a Strata Corporation and there is a more 
than likely chance that 1) the earthquake insurance policy for your Strata will not be triggered as the 

damage will be below the deductible and 2) there will not be enough money available to the Corporation to 
pay that deductible or damage in the event of a loss.

As per the Strata Property Act, an insurance deductible is a common expense. As an owner, in the event 
there is not sufficient funds available for the Strata to pay the deductible, you would be assessed your 

portion of this significant deductible based on your individual unit entitlement. The same assessment could 
also be made for damage that falls under the Strata’s deductible.

In this particular case study and assuming there is nothing in the contingency reserve fund to help with 
the repair costs, the average assessment for an owner would be $60,000! but don’t forget your actual 
assessment would be calculated using your specific unit entitlement, meaning the assessment could be even 
higher.

HOW CAN YOU PROTECT YOURSELF FROM THIS FINANCIAL IMPACT?

Fortunately, there are a few options available to reduce the financial impact of an earthquake assessment

1. Earthquake Deductible Buy Down

Today, a Strata Corporation can buy down the deductible to as low as 5%. This cuts the financial risk 
to at least half for owners. We strongly recommend Stratas consider this relatively new product when 
going through their next insurance renewal.

2. Personal Insurance

While the new Earthquake deductible buy down product provides some relief, there is still an exposure 
for owners. Many people believe they will get relief from the Federal and/or Provincial governments 
and, while in some cases, limited relief may be deployed, the only certain way to protect yourself is to 
purchase adequate earthquake insurance with your personal insurance policy. Sufficient coverage is 
essential; you should discuss with your personal insurance broker on how best to protect yourself. If 
your personal insurance policy is not set up correctly, you may not have enough, if any, coverage to 
protect yourself from the financial loss of an earthquake.

Remember; for your building the best insurance advice you can get is from a specialized Strata insurance 
broker and they may also be able to refer you to a capable personal lines broker who understands the risks 
of a Strata Corporation. To get further details here are some helpful resources:

http://www.ibc.ca/ns/home/types-of-coverage/optional-coverage/earthquake-insurance

http://www.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/financial-sector-faces-systemic-risk-tied-to-
earthquake-report/article31241078/

www.publicsafety.gc.ca

www.ibabc.org
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When you do come across a leak or flood what you do in the next 24 hours is crucial. If you don’t 
act fast, you can face major damage in your home, strata or business. Calling a professional and 

your insurance provider is always advised, but there are several simple steps you can take to help mitigate 
damage while you are waiting. The first step should always be to try to determine the source of the water 
leakage, and if possible try to stop it. This may require you to turn off the main water supply. Knowing where 
this shut-off is in your home is an essential step to being prepared for any emergencies.

The next step is to try to contain the spread of water and eliminate any danger to yourself or your 
contents. For example, you may be able to prop items (such as wet-cushions) to prevent the spread of 

water. In addition, you can try to mop or blot as much of the excess water as possible. As a safety precaution, 
you should immediately turn off all electrical appliances to avoid electrocution and related issues. 

Once the source of the leak has been identified and stopped, the spread of water contained, and your 
safety ensured, the next step is to evaluate if you can prevent any of your contents from getting 

damaged as well. Remove as many items as you can, and make the floors as empty as you can. Especially 
remember to move books or any other items with soluble dyes off wet carpets. Wipe off wood furniture. 
Move artwork off walls and into a dry area. For larger items that you cannot move, such as furniture pieces, 
try putting saucers under the legs if your carpet is wet. The sooner you can move or dry your items, the 
more likely they can be salvaged.

Although it can be productive for you to follow many of these steps to mitigate the damage while waiting 
for professional help, there are many responses to a flood or water damage that you should not try on 

your own. For example, never try to pull-up the carpet and pad. Never touch or turn on electrical appliances 
or ceiling fixtures when they are wet, and stay away from sagging ceilings. In addition, don’t try turning up 
the heat above normal room temperate or using an electric heather to dry carpeting.  Most importantly, do 
not move anything around or stay in contact with water if it is grey or black, as it has been contaminated 
and can easily be spread around.

By following a few simple tips, and being knowledgeable about best practices, you can avoid more damage 
then necessary the next time a flood, leak, or other types of water damage occur.

Joseph Tolzmann, Founder & CEO

SUPERIOR FLOOD & FIRE RESTORATION
www. superiorrestoration.ca

Water Damage Do’s and Don’ts
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            9 Points on How to Select a Professional Roofer 
 

 

Check if the roofing company is licenced

How long has the company been in business?

Is the contractor experienced with 
the materials you intend to use?

Do they have a fixed address (ie.office) 
– not just a cell phone number

Do they have BC Worksafe coverage? Obtain verification at 
www.worksafebc.com by clicking on “Obtain a clearance letter”

Does the roofer have trained employees? 
Trade Qualified or Red Seal Endorsed

Do they have Liability Insurance, or are they bonded?

Does the roofing company have a 
Certificate of Recognition (COR) from the BCCSA

Is the roofing company a member of RCABC? 
Check online at www.rcabc.org

9 Points on How to Select a Professional Roofer

Hamish Matheson, RRO, TQ, IP
 Roofstar Technical Advisor

Roofing Contractors Association of 
British Columbia
www.rcabc.org 
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           8 Points on Fall Roof Maintenance

Clear all organic debris from around drains                    

Clear field area of roof of all organic debris

Check sealant roof penetrations and apply/replace as needed

Visually check roof penetrations are not damaged

Check for wind damage

Check nails are not backing out and pushing shingle up

Check to ensure drain baskets are not missing

Make sure plumbing stacks have settlement caps and are not missing

8 Points on Fall Roof Maintenance
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3 Ways to make Great Colour Choices

One of the most challenging concerns for any owner or strata is picking the right colour for their hallway 
or exterior building.  So we settle for the same colour we already have, or pick a safe choice that is sure 

not to offend. What a missed opportunity! Try these tips to get better and bolder colour choices right the 
first time.

2017 Colour Trends
2016 brought in a range of natural colours like ivory, vanilla and charcoal, and a renaissance of the neutrals 
like cream, beige and soft greys. Two manufacturers chose white or off-white as their colours!

Boring. 2017 brings in some bolder choices, and an updated neutral from Sherwin Williams.

For 2017 here are 3 Colours of the Year to consider:

PPG’s Violet Verbena, a distinctive purple that may surprise you with its ability to blend with 
the grey and neutral undertones in the market;

Sherwin Williams’s Poised Taupe, which takes the popular grey from the past years and warms 
it up make a versatile colour that looks great inside or outside

Benjamin Moore’s Shadow, a much deeper purple tone than PPG’s violet, that makes a bold 
statement and requires confidence in choice but can add warmth and style to a small office or 
boardroom.

Dan Schmidt, Sale Manager

REMDAL PAINTING AND RESTORATION
www.remdal.com
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So how can I make the best choice?

Colour choices are very personal, so making choices that impact others can be demanding. Three tips I’ve 
found will bring confidence you’ve made a good choice:

1. Review the colour in the right context

Too often we look at a paint colour in isolation, whether it’s in a paint store, or on a fan deck strip, or in 
a friend’s home. All good starting points, but not good enough.

You need to see the colour in its context. By context I mean 
looking at the colour when it’s surrounded by the things 

that will impact it, and that it will have impact on. Interior 
paint colour choices require considering the colour 
and style of flooring and other accents and materials. The 
underlying tones of a blue-grey carpet, or the reflection of a 
rose-coloured accent wall can dramatically impact how the 
colour appears.

In order of consideration, I’d suggest you first put in place the 
major visual elements that are most enduring, like flooring 

and large furniture or cabinetry, followed by the strong or 
heavy accents such as accent walls, draperies and artwork. 
Into this context bring the colour choices to evaluate before 
making the decision.

If you’re choosing exterior colours, you have some of the 
same considerations, with natural elements like rock and 

brick, stained wood and landscaping as your primary context.

Lighting can also have a dramatic effect. Interior fluorescent lighting can wreak havoc with colours that 
have underlying red tones, and new LED lighting comes in a variety of colour temperatures. Natural light 

may seem neutral but rarely is. Morning light has a blue cast to it, and the evening light can turn a creamy 
yellow into a vivid orange if you’re not careful.

If possible, create large samples – I’d suggest 12” x 12" or larger – and bring them into the physical context as 
well as the variety of the lighting considerations. For instance, you could prop them up in a lobby entrance 

in the morning, and see the impact of the natural light, and then re-evaluate them in the evening under the 
commercial lighting installed.

Photo: REMDAL PAINTING AND RESTORATION
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2. Get a digital representation

If your iPhone can take the picture, then your computer (or someone else’s) can certainly digitally add 
the colours to your room or building. Many of the manufacturers have excellent websites where you can 

upload your own photos and ‘try the colour on’ like a new suit jacket. Benjamin Moore and Sherwin Williams 
are two notable examples, with both website and phone apps to help you choose colours, and to let you see 
them on your own photos.

When choosing colour by committee, having colours prepared digitally can help those in the group 
who struggle to see what the finished effect will look like. And they can be very helpful in preparing 

for a bolder colour choice by preparing people visually, as well as giving sample photos for stratas voting on 
popular choices.

Large colour boards with digital pictures showing 2 or 3 choices professionally prepared may give a strata 
council or owners group the ability to make the best choice the first time. We work with major manufacturers, 
and have in-house ability to create these custom representations.

3. Put some paint on the wall

Sometimes the very best option is to try to colour out. If you’re painting your home or condominium, 
then the small ‘paint pots’ from many manufacturers can be a simple solution. Be sure to try the colours 

in context, and look at them in a variety of lighting.

If your paint project is more major, then having the chosen painter apply a mock-up to a prepared area 
is suggested. We often provide two options, with trim and field colours in context, for review by owners 

before proceeding. This can take the pressure off the committee in charge of the project, and gives great 
confidence that the effect of the colours will be just as expected.

A painting project takes time, causes disruption, and costs money. The larger the project, the larger the 
investment. Use the above tips to help get the colour right, and make bolder choices. You don’t have 

to just “paint it to match the existing colours.” Instead, take the opportunity to turn that investment into 
additional value by updating the colours, and creating an impact. You’ll be glad you did!
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Highlights from recent events

PAMA Luncheon Handling 
Hazardous Materials - Duties 

and Responsibilities for Property 
Managers

Speaker: Dave Garrett (Sr. 
Occupational Hygienist, RAU 

– Occupational Disease | 
WorkSafeBC)
June 15, 2016
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PAMA Social Life

North Shore Mountains PAMA Hike. June 3, 2016
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Legal Update for Rental Property Managers

PAMA Staff and Sponsors of event. June 28, 2016

Speaker: Lisa Mackie | Alexander Holburn Beaudin+ Lang LLP
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Careers in Property Management Event at Langara College

Having Ron Harvie (Managing Broker with over 30 years experience in the industry), Constantine Negrut (2015 
Winner of industry Awards Rising Star category), Leslie Hayckock (Senior Strata Agent) and Human Resources 
Manager of Property Management company as speakers was an absolutely incredible experience. July 12, 2016
Thank you everyone for participating! 
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24th Annual PAMA Golf Tournament

 24th Annual PAMA Golf 
Tournament on July 15th hosted 

over 

 PAMA is proud to 
support The CH.I.L.D. 
Foundation at annual 

Golf Tournaments for 16 
years. 

This year Tournament 
raised $10 000. 

Photos:
Mayowill Photography 
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Careers Night at Langara College

Real Estate Course Preview
Open House at Langara College 

September 8, 2016
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Boating Day

Howe Sound. September 9, 2016
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Fall Educational Program
PAMA Workshop 

Disclosure Under the Strata 
PrOperty Act

Presenters & Facilitators:
Veronica Franco
Clark Wilson LLP

Paul Mendes
Lesperance Mendes Law

Berit Hansen
Quay Pacific Property Management

Jennifer L. Neville
Hammerberg Lawyers

Victoria 
September 13, 2016

PAMA Luncheon 

Update on Implementation 
on CRT 

Speaker: Veronica Franco
Clark Wilson LLP

Vancouver
September 14, 2016

PAMA Certificate Course
Rental Building Management

Speaker: Al Kemp
A. G. Kemp & Associates Inc

September 20 - Victoria
September 22 - Nanaimo
October 25 - Vancouver
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All Associate Members Annual Meeting

September 26, 2016 
AGENDA
Reports

• Executive Director
• Committee Chair/Director
• Casino Night
• Golf Tournament
• Bowling
• Awards
• Christmas Luncheon

Buildex Express 2016 & Buildex 2017  presentation by Paul Maryschak | INFORMA Canada

Election of Associate Members Committee

The 2017 PAMA Associate Members Committee members:

Maxi Castillo,  Chair | Action In Integrated
Sam Chan, Co/Chair | Coinamatic 
Lita Aldworth | Vancouver Fire

Margarita Carlos | Normac Appraisals
Ted Denniston | Sense Engineering

Paul Murcutt | BFL Canada
Melanie Stefiuk | HUB Coastal

Tanya Stewart Higgs | Waste Management
Kimberly Wallace | Design Roofing
John Wallis | Phoenix Restoration

New Members selected: Kim Wallace and Lita Aldworth
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Real Estate E&O Insurance Legal 
Update for Strata Property 

Managers

Speaker: Elaine McCormack
Wilson McCormack Law Group

Vancouver
October 19, 2016

Real Estate E&O Insurance Legal 
Update for Rental Property 

Managers

Speaker: Phil Dougan
Access Law Group

Vancouver
October 19, 2016

PAMA Seminar at Buildex Express 

What You Need to Know About 
Residential Strata Law: Updates, 
New Regulations & Refreshers

Speaker:Jamie Bleay 
Access Law Group

Vancouver
November 3, 2016
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Bowling 

2016 PAMA Bowling in Support of CH.I.L.D. 
Foundation hotsed almost 200 guests! 

October 14, 2016

Photos: Mayowill Photography
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Why would I want to be a Property Manager?

Do you know anyone who is 
ready for a career change but 
is unsure of what kind of career 
to choose? 
On November 1st in Langara 
College you had chance to:
- Meet the best Property 
Management specialists
- Discover new Real Estate 
career paths
- Learn about the job from 
experienced Managers and 
Brokers
- Choose from Rental, Strata, 
Commercial, or Social Housing 
Property Management

Speakers: 
John Neuls | Langara College

Ron Harvie
Vancouver Managament
Constantine Negrut
Quay Pacific Property Management

Leslie Haycock
Premier Strata Services
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PAMA Social Life

PAMA Rice Lake Hike. November 4, 2016 
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2017 PAMA Education Events
Vancouver

DATE EVENT LOCATION 

JANUARY 18 LUNCHEON Italian Cultural Centre

FEBRUARY 15-16 BUILDEX 2017 SEMINARS Vancouver Convention Centre

SPRING 2017 | TBA Rental Building Management Course Croatian Cultural Centre 

MARCH 15 LUNCHEON Italian Cultural Centre

APRIL 12 LUNCHEON Italian Cultural Centre

MAY 17 LUNCHEON Italian Cultural Centre

JUNE 14 LUNCHEON Italian Cultural Centre

SEPTEMBER 13 LUNCHEON Italian Cultural Centre

OCTOBER | TBA BUILDEX EXPRESS SEMINAR Vancouver Convention Centre

In-class Credit Re-licensing Courses for Strata and Rental Property Managers  are being held quarterly.  

Details of Re-licensing Courses, Seminars and Luncheon topics & speakers will be announced and published on 
PAMA website as soon as they are confirmed. 

For more information please visit our website www.pama.ca or call 604 267 0479
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Spring 2017
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May 3

Golf 
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July 14
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Fall 2017
Christmas 
Members 
Luncheon 

November 29
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PAMA Special Events 2017

Stay connected
Details of Re-licensing Courses, Seminars and Luncheon topics & speakers will be announced 
and published on PAMA website as soon as they are confi rmed. 

For more information please visit our website or call 604 267 0479


